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This work explores the utility of simple rotary resonance exper-
iments for the determination of the magnitude and orientation of
13C chemical shift tensors relative to one or more 13C–14N inter-

uclear axes from 13C magic-angle-spinning NMR experiments.
he experiment relies on simultaneous recoupling of the anisotro-
ic 13C chemical shift and 13C–14N dipole–dipole coupling inter-

actions using 2D rotary resonance NMR with RF irradiation on
the 13C spins only. The method is demonstrated by experiments
nd numerical simulations for the 13Ca spins in powder samples of

L-alanine and glycine with 13C in natural abundance. To investi-
ate the potential of the experiment for determination of relative/
bsolute tensor orientations and backbone dihedral angles in pep-
ides, the influence from long-range dipolar coupling to sequential

14N spins in a peptide chain (14N i–
13C i

a–14N i11 and 14N i11–
13C*i–

14N i

three-spin systems) as well as residual quadrupolar–dipolar cou-
pling cross-terms is analyzed numerically. © 2001 Academic Press

INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been an increasing interest in
anisotropic nuclear spin interactions as a probe for inform
about the local electronic and atomic environment of nuc
spins. In liquid-state NMR, traditionally relying on isotro
interactions and indirect effects from anisotropic interact
through relaxation, it has proven useful to induce direct in
ence from anisotropic chemical shift and dipolar coup
interactions by partially aligning the macromolecules in bic
or phage solutions (1–3). Using known relations between t
anisotropic interactions and molecular structure, these e
may provide new constraints for structure refinement.
quality of such refinement obviously depends on the anis
pic interaction parameters available. Furthermore, inform
about the anisotropic interaction tensors may be exploite
extract information about the structure and backbone dyna
of proteins from relaxation rates determined by solution N
(4). In solid-state NMR, the same interactions may be m
sured directly, which has been used extensively to mea
e.g., internuclear distances and torsion angles (5–8). Extraction
of structure information is particularly easy for the dipo
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dipole coupling interaction for which the tensor is axia
symmetric and oriented along the internuclear axis. The a
tropic chemical shift parameters have typically been
based on empirical relationships between the chemical
tensors and local structure established by solid-state NM
related compounds. Recently, this has been supplement
ab initio or density functional theory calculations to take m
explicitly into account the specific details of the anisotro
chemical shift interaction in the determination of molec
structure (9–12). Such specific details include the orientat
of the chemical shift tensors which may be quite sensitive,
to the mutual orientation of peptide planes in biomolec
(10).

A variety of different solid-state NMR experiments ha
been proposed to provide information about anisotropic
clear spin interactions. In addition to single-crystal NM
which relies on the availability of a suitable-size crystal,
static powder experiments (13), these include magic-ang
spinning (MAS) experiments exploiting 2D exchange spec
copy under slow-speed spinning conditions (7) or recoupling
techniques to recover information about the anisotropic i
actions under high-speed spinning conditions. The latter
gory includes a number of dipolar recoupling methods suc
rotational resonance (14), rotary resonance (15, 16), REDOR
(17), RFDR (18), HORROR (19), RIL (20), DRAWS (21), and

7 (22, 23). Furthermore, a few methods have been desi
for recoupling of anisotropic chemical shift interactions ei
alone (24) or in combination with homo- and heteronucl
dipolar coupling interactions (25). The latter approach is pa
ticularly interesting as it may provide information about b
the magnitude and the orientation of the chemical shift ten
which may add valuable constraints for structure determ
tion. Typically, these methods have found their application
13C and/or15N isotope-labeled samples, e.g., amino acids
peptides. However, it may be relevant to extend the are
application to involve combinations with other nuclei such
2H and 14N, although it is known that the quadrupolar c
plings of these nuclei may complicate the performance o
experiment and the extraction of structural parame
(26–32)..dk.
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29913C–14N ROTARY RESONANCE NMR
In this work we demonstrate that information about13C–14N
dipolar couplings and in particular the orientation of the13C
chemical shift tensor relative to one or more13C–14N internu-
clear axes may be obtained from a simple rotary reson
experiment with irradiation of the13C spins only. The princ-
ples of the method are demonstrated experimentally by d
mination of the orientation of13Ca chemical shift tenso
relative to the13C–14N internuclear axis in amino acids with
pins in natural abundance. Furthermore, using numerica
lations we explore the applicability of the experiment
etermination of the orientation of13Ca and13C9 chemical shif

tensors in peptides, with particular attention to the influe
from remote14N spins which may complicate the extraction
orientation information but potentially also enable the ext
tion of absolute tensor orientation information.

THEORY

In the Zeeman interaction representation, the relevant p
the high-field truncated secular Hamiltonian for a het
nuclear spin-pair system, consisting of a spin-1/2 nucleusI and

quadrupolar nucleusS, subjected tox-phase RF irradiatio
on theI spin takes the form

H~t! 5 H RF
~1!~t! 1 H CS

~1!~t! 1 H D
~1!~t! 1 H Q

~1!~t! 1 H QD
~2! ~t!

5 vRF~t!I x 1 vCS,0~t!I z 1 vD,0~t!
1

Î6
2I zSz

1 vQ,0~t!
1

Î6
~3Sz

2 2 S~S1 1!!

2
1

2v0S
@vQ,21~t!vD,1~t! 1 vQ,1~t!vD,21~t!#

3 I z~3Sz
2 2 S~S1 1!!, [1]

here the subscripts refer toI -spin RF irradiation (RF),I -spin
hemical shift (CS),I - andS-spin dipolar coupling (D), firs
rder S-spin quadrupolar coupling (Q), and the second-o
ross-term betweenS-spin quadrupolar coupling and theIS

dipolar coupling (QD).vRF 5 2g IB1I and v 0S 5 2gSB0

denote theI -spin RF field strength andS-spin Larmor fre
quency, respectively. For each of the nuclear spin interac
l, the time and orientation dependence may be express
terms of a Fourier series,

vl,m9~t! 5 O
m522

2

v l,m9
~m! eimvrt, [2]

where vr is the spinning frequency in angular units. T
ourier coefficients are given by
ce

er-

m-
r

e

-

of
-

r

s,
in

v l,m9
~m! 5 v iso

l dm50 1 v aniso
l SD 0,2m

~2! ~V PR
l !

2
h l

Î6
@D 22,2m

~2! ~V PR
l ! 1 D 2,2m

~2! ~V PR
l !#D

3 d2m,m9
~2! ~bRL!, [3]

where D (2)(VPR
l ) 5 D (2)(VPC

l ) D (2)(VCR
l ) is a second-ran

Wigner matrix describing transformation from the princ
axis frameP through a crystallite-fixed frameC to the rotor
xed frameR. In this workC is chosen to coincide withP for

the dipolar coupling interaction between the directly bon
heteronuclei.dm,m9

(2) (bRL) is an element of the reduced Wign
matrix specifying transformation fromR to the laborator
frame L through the magic anglebRL 5 cos21=3. For the
chemical shift interaction the isotropic and anisotropic
quency components arev iso

CS 5 v 0Id iso (v 0I 5 2g IB0 is the
I -spin Larmor frequency) andvaniso

CS 5 v 0Id aniso, respectively
The isotropic chemical shift, the chemical shift anisotropy,
the asymmetry parameter are related to the principal elem
of the chemical shift tensor asd iso 5 1

3 (d xx 1 d yy 1 d zz), d aniso

5 d zz 2 d iso, andhCS 5 (d yy 2 d xx)/d aniso, respectively (ud zz 2
d iso u$u d xx 2 d iso u$u d yy 2 d isou). For the dipolar couplin
interaction, we havev iso

D 5 0, vaniso
D 5 =6 bIS, andhD 5 0,

where the dipolar coupling constantbIS/ 2p is related to th
internuclear distancer IS according to bIS 5 2g IgSm 0\/
(r IS

3 4p). The quadrupolar coupling interaction is character
by v iso

Q 5 0, vaniso
Q 5 =6 pCQ/(2S(2S2 1)) andhQ whereCQ

5 e2Qq/h is the quadrupolar coupling constant.
In the present study we are interested in determining

magnitude and orientation of13C chemical shift tensors relati
to one or more13C–14N internuclear axes in spin systems wh
the 13C spin is dipolar coupled to at least one14N spin. In the
first part of the paper we focus attention on a13C–14N spin pair
Considering that even for directly bonded nuclei the13C–14N
dipolar coupling is relatively weak and that sample spinnin
necessary to obtain high-resolution spectra, this require
ploitation of residual effects from13C–14N dipolar coupling an
14N quadrupolar coupling second-order cross-terms in M
spectra (26, 27, 33) or the use of experiments which activ

revents MAS averaging of the13C–14N dipolar coupling
Focusing on the dipolar coupling alone, the latter may, e.g
accomplished using a rotational-echo experiment (29). In the

resent case where we additionally are interested in th13C
chemical shift anisotropy, it may be more relevant to
variable-angle spinning (28) or, as discussed earlier by Bak a

ielsen (25), a simple rotary resonance experiment (15, 16) to
simultaneously recouple the13C–14N dipolar coupling and th
13C chemical shift interactions under high-resolution M
conditions. In its basic form the rotary resonance experim
consists of a weak13C RF pulse of durationt 1 bracketed b
(p/ 2)y and (p/ 2)y# pulses withI z being representative of bo
the initial and the detected operator (25). Relying on cross
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300 ODGAARD ET AL.
polarization from the abundant1H spins and detection
transverse coherence for the13C spins, this leads to the pra-
ically relevant pulse sequence in Fig. 1 with the amplitud
he weak RF field (vRF) during t 1 adjusted to fulfill the rotar
resonance condition (15, 16)

vRF 5 nvr, [4]

where theI -spin RF carrier frequency is on-resonance w
respect to the relevant13C spins andn is a small intege

ifferent from zero. We note thatunu 5 1 promotes recouplin
f homo- and heteronuclear dipolar couplings as well as a

ropic chemical shift interactions (25), while only the two latte
re recoupled forunu 5 2.
The recoupling effect becomes evident in the interac

rame of the pulse sequence, defined by the transform
15, 16, 25)

Ã 5 U RF
† ~t! A~t!URF~t!, [5]

URF~t! 5 e2i ~p/ 2!I ye2invrtI z, [6]

using the relation in Eq. [4]. In this frame we obtain

H̃ CS
~1! 5 2

1

2 O
m522

2

v CS,0
~m! @ei ~m1n!vrtI 1 1 ei ~m2n!vrtI 2#, [7]

H̃ D
~1! 5 2

1

Î6
O2 v D,0

~m!@ei ~m1n!vrtI 1 1 ei ~m2n!vrtI 2#Sz, [8]

FIG. 1. Timing scheme for the 2D rotary resonance recoupling M
experiment starting with cross-polarization from the1H spins. Simultaneou
recoupling of the13C chemical shift anisotropy and the13C–14N dipolar
oupling in thet 1 period is achieved by on-resonance RF irradiation of the13C

nuclei using a RF field strength adjusted tovRF/2p 5 nvr/2p with n 5 1
or 2.
m522
f

o-

n
on

H̃ QD
~2! 5

1

4v0S
O

m,m9522

2

@v Q,21
~m! v D,1

~m9!ei ~m1m91n!vrtI 1

1 v Q,1
~m!v D,21

~m9! ei ~m1m92n!vrtI 2#

3 ~3Sz
2 2 S~S1 1!!, [9]

H̃9 QD
~2! 5 2

1

2v0S
O

m,m9522

2

@v Q,21
~m! v D,1

~m9! 1 v Q,1
~m!v D,21

~m9! #

3 ei ~m1m9!vrtI z~3Sz
2 2 S~S1 1!!, [10]

here the last term has been included to represent the eff
he quadrupolar–dipolar coupling cross-term under stan
AS conditions (i.e., in thet 2 detection period of the 2

experiment). The first-order average Hamiltonians taken
one rotor period,

H̃# CS
~1! 5 2

1

2
@v CS,0

~2n!I 1 1 v CS,0
~n! I 2# [11]

H̃# D
~1! 5 2

1

Î6
@v D,0

~2n!I 1 1 v D,0
~n! I 2#Sz [12]

H̃# QD
~2! 5

1

4v0S
O

m522

2

@v Q,21
~m! v D,1

~2n2m!I 1 1 v Q,1
~m!v D,21

~n2m!I 2#

3 ~3Sz
2 2 S~S1 1!! [13]

H̃# 9 QD
~2! 5 2

1

2v0S
O

m522

2

@v Q,21
~m! v D,1

~2m! 1 v Q,1
~m!v D,21

~2m!#

3 I z~3Sz
2 2 S~S1 1!!, [14]

reveal that simultaneous recoupling of the anisotropicI -spin
chemical shift and the heteronuclear dipolar coupling is
tained when one of the two lowest order rotary reson
conditions in Eq. [4] is fulfilled. Furthermore, it is apparent t
residual (i.e., stationary) components of the quadrupola
polar coupling cross-term exist both in the case of ro
resonance (Eq. [13]) and under normal MAS (Eq. [14]) c
ditions, although in different forms.

To evaluate their practical influence on the NMR exp
ments, it is of interest to consider the magnitudes of the va
terms in Eqs. [11]–[14]. For this purpose we assumehl 5 0,
implifying the relevant Fourier components to

v l,0
~61! 5 2

1

2Î2
v aniso

l sin~2b PR
l !e6ig PR

l

[15]

v l,0
~62! 5

1

4
v aniso

l sin2~b PR
l !e62ig PR

l

[16]
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v l,@61#
~0! 5

@61#

Î3
v aniso

l
3 cos2~b PR

l ! 2 1

2
[17]

v l,@61#
~61! 5

@61# 6 Î3

4Î6
v aniso

l sin~2b PR
l !e6ig PR

l

[18]

v l,@61#
~62! 5

@ 7 1# 6 Î3

4Î3
v aniso

l sin2~b PR
l !e62ig PR

l

. [19]

Using these expressions it is possible to estimate the imp
the various interactions to the spin dynamics. For ann 5 1
otary resonance experiment the coefficients to the spin
tions may be expressed as

H̃# CS
~1! :

1

2
uv CS,0

~1! u/ 2p #
1

2
v aniso

CS / 2p [20]

H̃# D
~1! :

1

Î6
uv D,0

~1! u/ 2p #
1

2Î2
bIS/ 2p [21]

H̃# QD
~2! :

1

4v0S
uv Q,21

~0! v D,1
~1! u/ 2p #

1 1 Î3

32Î2

CQbIS/ 2p

v0S/ 2p
[22]

H̃# 9 DQ
~2! :

1

2v0S
uv Q,21

~0! v D,1
~0! u/ 2p #

1

4

CQbIS/ 2p

v0S/ 2p
, [23]

where the maximum value applies for the most influentialbPR

crystallite angle. It should be noted that for the quadrupo
dipolar coupling cross-terms we consider for simplicity o
the dominant among several terms as given by Eqs. [13
[14].

Taking typical values ofbIS/ 2p 5 2650 Hz (correspond-
ing to a C–N distance of 1.5 Å),CQ 5 1.2 MHz,vaniso

CS /2p 5 2
kHz, andv 0S/ 2p 5 28.9 MHzrelevant for the study of13Ca

carbons in amino acids (33–37) or peptides using a 400-MH
9.4-T) NMR spectrometer, the right-hand sides of Eqs.
hrough [23] take the maximum values 1000, 230, 1.6, an
z, respectively. These values reveal that the dominant
ctions are the anisotropic chemical shift and the heteronu
ipolar coupling (we note that the effective dipolar coup

requency is scaled by an additional factor of 2 because o
5 1 spin part of the interaction), while the quadrupo
ipolar coupling cross-terms largely vanish using a 9.4-T s
agnetic field. This conclusion for the cross-terms, in pa
lar under rotary resonance conditions, holds even upon

ng of these terms by an estimated factor of 3–7 origina
rom simultaneous interplay of about 10 recoupled compon
n Eqs. [13] and [14] with different orientational dependenc
ccordingly, we can safely ignore influence from the14N

quadrupolar coupling interaction in the following.
of

er-

r–

nd

]
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r-
ar
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-
al-
g
ts
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EXPERIMENTAL

All spectra were recorded on a Varian Unity-INOVA 4
(9.4-T) widebore NMR spectrometer using a homebuilt 4-
1H–X double-resonance MAS probe. To reduce effects
RF inhomogeneity each sample was restricted to a 1-mm-
slice in the center of the 4-mm-o.d. Si3N4 rotor. Radiofre-
quency field strengths of 72.4, 35.4, and 6.0 kHz were use
the 1H pulses and decoupling,1H and 13C spin-lock during
cross polarization, and13C rotary resonance irradiation, resp-
ively. The spinning speed was controlled tovr/2p 5 60006
3 Hz. The 2D rotary resonance spectra were obtained usin
scans for each of the 128t 1 increments separated byDt 1 5

p/(3v r) 5 55.6ms (4-s relaxation delay). The13C chemica
shifts are reported in parts per million relative to external T
Polycrystalline powders ofL-alanine and glycine were obtain
from Merck and used without any further purification. Num
ical simulations and iterative fitting of thev1/2p dimension o
the experimental 2D rotary resonance spectra were perfo
on a 450-MHz Pentium III processor using the SIMPS
simulation program (38). Each simulation, using 256 to 6
aCR andbCR crystallite angles selected using the REPULS
scheme (39) and 3–12 gCR angles implemented usingg-
COMPUTE (40), typically required 2 and 30 s of CPU time
13C–14N and 14N–13C–14N spin systems, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Considering an amino acid13Ca–14N spin system, the simu-
aneous recoupling of the anisotropic13Ca chemical shift an

13Ca–14N dipolar coupling interaction byn 5 1 rotary reso-
nance RF irradiation of the13Ca spin is illustrated by th
numerical simulations in Fig. 2. Thev1/2p projections ar
calculated on basis of the parameters for the13Ca–14N spin pair
in L-alanine (vide infra) with Fig. 2 showing spectra for a sing
crystal withVCR 5 {0, p/4, 0} without and with chemical shi
anisotropy as well as powder spectra calculated under the
conditions. The first of these spectra (Fig. 2a) shows a re
1:1:1 triplet with the outer peaks at6(1/=2) bIS/ 2p with the
present value ofbIS/ 2p 5 2665 Hz for the dipolar couplin
constant corresponding to an internuclear distance of 1.4
Upon powder averaging (Fig. 2b) this triplet transforms in
broadened 1:2:1 triplet due to thebCR crystallite angle depe-
dence on the outer peaks. Adding a typical (and domin
value for the13Ca chemical shift anisotropy (specificallyvCS

aniso/
p 5 1978 Hz) markedly perturbs the lineshape leading to

single-crystal and powder spectra in Figs. 2c and 2d, re
tively. We note that a very similar behavior as that descr
here for then 5 1 case is obtained forn 5 2 rotary resonanc
spectra (not shown) where the overall scaling factor for
anisotropic shift and dipolar coupling is reduced by a facto
1/=2. The different powder angle dependency, howe
causes different lineshapes for then 5 1 and 2 cases.
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a. Isolated13C–14N Spin Pairs

Figures 3 to 6 give practical examples demonstrating a
ations of then 5 1 rotary resonance experiment for de

mination of the magnitude and orientation of the13Ca chemica
shift tensor relative to the13Ca–14N internuclear axis from
powders of amino acids with all spin isotopes in natural a
dance. For the purpose of illustration we have chosenL-alanine
(Figs. 3–5) and glycine (Fig. 6) for which the crystal structu
have been determined using neutron diffraction (34, 35) and
the anisotropic tensors for the13Ca–14N spin pairs are known
priori from single-crystal (36, 37) and MAS (25, 33) solid-state
NMR. This provides an appropriate basis for evaluation o
parameters established using the rotary resonance approa
tensor determination.

From neutron diffraction it is known thatL-alanine is ortho
rhombic with space groupP212121 (34). The crystal structur

as four molecules in the unit cell with the shortest intra-
ntermolecular Ca–N internuclear distances being 1.486
4.11 Å, respectively, corresponding to dipolar coupling c
stants of2665 and231 Hz. The latter dipolar coupling
ufficiently small that, to a good approximation, we can c
ider the intramolecular13Ca–14N spins representing an isola
wo-spin system. Figure 3a shows thev1/2p projection of an
experimentaln 5 1 2D rotary resonance experiment ofL-
alanine recorded at 9.4 T using the pulse sequence in F
Below the experimental spectrum we show a numerical s
lation resulting from iterative fitting of the experimental sp
trum and finally a spectrum representing the difference
tween the experimental and the simulated spectrum.
iterative fitting is based on values for the dipolar coup
constant and parameters for the magnitude of the13Ca chemica

FIG. 2. v1/2p projections from13C n 5 1 2D rotary resonance spec
calculated using the13Ca–14N spin-pair parameters forL-alanine (parameters
Table 1) (a) for a single-crystal withVCR 5 {0, p/4, 0} andvCS

aniso 5 0, (b) as
(a) but for a powder, (c) as (a) but with the chemical shift anisotropy inclu
and (d) as (c) but for a powder. The spectra usedvRF/2p 5 vr/2p 5 6000 Hz
256 t 1 values separated by 2p/(3vr), and data processing with zero-filling
8192 points and apodization using a 135-Hz Lorentzian line broadenin
li-
-

-

s

e
for

d
d
-

-

1.
u-
-
e-
he

shift tensor known from single-crystal NMR experiments (
bIS/ 2p 5 2665 Hz,vCS

aniso/2p 5 1978 Hz, andhCS 5 0.44)
(36). We note that these values for the chemical shift an
ropy and asymmetry parameter may readily be confirmed
an accuracy within 100 Hz and 0.2, respectively, usin
standard13C MAS experiment withvr/2p 5 1200 Hz in this

d,

FIG. 3. (a) v1/2p projections from experimental and simulated13C n 5 1
D rotary resonance13C MAS NMR spectra of13Ca in L-alanine along with
pectrum showing the difference between the experimental and sim
pectra. The parameters corresponding to the simulated spectrum (obta
east-squares fitting to the experimental spectrum) are given in Table
epresented by the ORTEP-like plot in (c) (note thatgPC

CS is not established fro
a) and have been arbitrarily chosen to give the best visual match with (d)
est agreement with the experimental spectrum was obtained for a R
trength ofvRF/2p 5 6123 Hz and a Lorentzian line broadening of 163 Hz.
omparison (d) includes a similar representation of the parameters dete
y single-crystal NMR (36). (b) Plot of thex2 5 103 ¥ i51

N (Si
exp 2 Si

sim) 2/(¥ i51
N

(Si
exp 1 Si

sim)2) deviation between the experimental (Si
exp) and simulated (Si

sim)
spectra (i 5 1, 2, . . . , N points upon zero-filling) as function ofbPC

CS (see
ext).
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30313C–14N ROTARY RESONANCE NMR
case. Thus, considering only small uncertainty in these pa
eters as well as a known limited variation in the one-b
13C–14N dipolar coupling constant in general, the free varia
in the iterative fitting were theVPC

CS Euler angles describing t
orientation of the chemical shift tensor relative to the Ca–N
nternuclear axis along with variables describing minor va
ions in the RF field strength and an additional Lorent
inebroadening. The latter takes into account minor eff
rom T2 relaxation and RF inhomogeneity as well as no-
solved effects from long-range dipolar couplings and the
sidual quadrupolar–dipolar coupling cross terms. We note
the axial symmetry of the dipolar coupling tensor (orien
along the internuclear axis) in this two-spin case only allow
to determine two of the three Euler angles, among which
spectra are most sensitive to thebPC

CS angle between the uniq
element of the13C chemical shift tensor (being the m
shielded element forL-alanine) and the13C–14N axis.

The best agreement between the experimental and sim
spectra ofL-alanine was obtained for the13Ca chemical shif
tensor orientationaPC

CS 5 251° andbPC
CS 5 21.7° in the principa

xis frame of the13Ca–14N dipolar coupling interaction (i.e
VPC

IS 5 {0, 0, 0}). The parameters resulting from the iterat
tting are summarized in Table 1 along with the parame
esulting from earlier NMR and neutron diffraction studies.
ote that the iterative fitting leads to two different local m

ma, corresponding to different tensor orientations. The

FIG. 4. v1/2p projections from13C n 5 1 2D rotary resonance spec
calculated using the13Ca–14N spin-pair parameters forL-alanine (cf. Table 1

xceptaPC
CS 5 gPC

CS 5 0 and variation ofbPC
CS in steps of 15° from 0° to 90°. A

spectra usedvr/2p 5 vRF/2p 5 6000 Hz and a Lorentzian line broadening
35 Hz.
m-
d
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inima, however, are clearly distinguished by the root-m
quare deviation orx2 value. This aspect and the gene

sensitivity of the spectra toward variation inbPC
CS are demon-

strated in Fig. 3b by ax2 versusbPC
CS scan through the range

bPC
CS angles from 0 to 180° with optimization of the oth

variables throughout the scan. Figure 3c gives an ORTEP
representation of the magnitude and optimum orientation o
13Ca chemical shift tensor in the molecular frame ofL-alanine
For comparison, Fig. 3d shows the corresponding ORTEP
representation of the13Ca shift tensor determined by Naitoet

l. using single-crystal NMR (36). It is relevant to note that th
bPC

CS value determined by rotary resonance agrees withi
with the value determined in the single-crystal NMR stu
Obviously, the sensitivity of the experiment toward variati
in the orientational parameters is not only reflected in
single parameter such asx2. Specific details in thev1/2p
lineshape may in a sensitive manner give a direct estima
the parameters as demonstrated in Fig. 4 byv1/2p projections
calculated using the same parameters as for theL-alanine
spectra in Fig. 3, exceptvr/2p 5 vRF/2p 5 6000 Hz,aPC

CS 5
gPC

CS 5 0, and variation ofbPC
CS in steps of 15° from 0° to 90

Although these spectra are not selected to match exact
extrema of thebPC

CS scan in Fig. 3b, it is evident that the pow
lineshape critically depends on the orientational parame
Furthermore, although not being focused on in detail in
study, the spectra obviously also display sensitivity toward

FIG. 5. v1/2p projections from13C n 5 1 2D rotary resonance spec
calculated using the13Ca–14N spin-pair parameters forL-alanine (cf. Table 1

xcept forbIS/ 2p, which takes values of (a, d)2150 Hz (r IS 5 2.44 Å), (b,
e) 2400 Hz (r IS 5 1.76 Å), and (c, f)2665 Hz (r IS 5 1.50 Å) andwith
values of (a–c) 0 and (d–f) 1978 Hz forvCS

aniso/2p. All spectra usedvr/2p 5
v /2p 5 6000 Hz and a Lorentzian line broadening of 135 Hz.
RF
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magnitude of the anisotropic interactions. This aspect is
dressed in Fig. 5 which, on basis of theL-alanine parameter
illustrates the effect of variations in the dipolar coupling c
stant between2650, 2400, and2150 Hz for the cases wi

nd without13C chemical shift anisotropy. Finally, we sho
mention that our analysis did not consider explicitly effe
from 13C T2 and 14N T1 relaxation. The former may in pa
explain the 163-Hz linebroadening required for an optim
match between the experimental and simulated spectra,
the latter (which may be in the order of 10 ms accordin
Weliky and Tycko (41)) may lead to partial averaging of t
13C–14N dipolar coupling. The favorable match between
experimental and simulated spectra forL-alanine and glycin

FIG. 6. (a) Experimental and optimum numerically fittedv1/2p projec-
ions from 13C n 5 1 2D rotary resonance (vr/2p 5 6000 Hz) spectra of th

13Ca carbon in glycine along with (b) ax2 versusbPC
CS scan and ORTEP-lik

epresentations of the13Ca chemical shift tensor as determined (c) in this st
for a powder sample and (d) using single-crystal NMR (37) (note thatgPC

CS is not
established from (a) and has been arbitrarily chosen to give the best
match with (d)). The parameters corresponding to the optimum simulatio
given in Table 1,vRF/2p 5 6178 Hz, and a Lorentzian line broadening

36 Hz.
d-

-

s

ile
o

e

(see below) using a typical one-bond13C–14N dipolar coupling
constant, however, indicates that14N T1 relaxation is not
major problem for the samples investigated in this study.

Figure 6 shows the analogous determination of the ori
tion of the 13Ca chemical shift tensor for glycine achieved
simultaneous recoupling of the anisotropic13Ca chemical shif
and 13Ca–14N dipolar coupling interactions usingn 5 1 rotary
esonance irradiation on-resonance with respect to13Ca. For
lycine the shortest intra- and intermolecular Ca–N internu-

clear distances are 1.509 and 3.87 Å (35), corresponding t
ipolar coupling constants of2635 and237.7 Hz, respec

ively. As for L-alanine, the small intermolecular coupl
justifies a two-spin treatment involving the intramolecular13Ca

and14N spins. Furthermore, the magnitude of the13Ca chemica
shift tensor is known to bevCS

aniso/2p 5 1943 Hz andhCS 5 0.98
37). From Fig. 6a it is evident that the simulated spect
btained through iterative fitting and corresponding to
uler anglesaPC

CS 5 79° andbPC
CS 5 26.8° agrees very well wit

the experimental spectrum. By inspection of these Euler a
(see Table 1) and the chemical shift tensors visualize
ORTEP-like plots in Figs. 6c and 6d, it is apparent that
tensor orientation determined in this study for a powder sa
with 13C in natural abundance (Fig. 6c) agrees favorably
that earlier established by NMR on an isotope-enriched s
crystal of glycine (37) (Fig. 6d). We should note that t
terative fitting resulted in two minima with almost the sa
oot-mean-square deviation (the lower one was taken a
ptimum solution although ambiguity remains) as illustra
y thex2 versusbPC

CS scan in Fig. 6b obtained by optimizati
of the other variables throughout the scan.

From the theoretical description of the rotary resona
experiment, it is clear that the method critically depend

TABLE 1
Magnitudes and Relative Orientations of 13Ca Chemical Shift

and 13Ca–14N Dipolar Coupling Tensors Determined for L-Alanine
nd Glycine Using Natural Abundance 13C n 5 1 2D Rotary
esonance NMR on Powder Samples at 9.4 Ta

L-Alanine Glycine

vaniso
CS /2p (Hz) 1978 (37) 1943 (38)

hCS 0.44 (37) 0.98 (38)
bIS/2p (Hz) 2665 (r IS 5 1.486 Å (34)) 2635 (r IS 5 1.509 Å (35))
aPC

CS (deg) 251 6 30 (273.1 (36)) 79 6 30 (64.9 (37))
bPC

CS (deg) 21.76 7 (25.5 (36)) 26.86 10 (37.3 (37))
gPC

CS (deg) 116.6b (166.4 (36)) 24.2b (228.8 (37))

a The Euler angles are given relative to the Ca–N bonding axis, i.e.,VPC
IS 5

0, 0, 0}. Accuracies were estimated using a combination of 95% confid
ntervals fromx2 curves obtained by scanning the relevant parameter
fitting the other variables (see text) and visual inspection of lineshape ch
Numbers with indicated references correspond to previous studies.

b gPC
CS can not be determined for isolated13C–14N spin systems in powd

samples. The indicated angles correspond to the ORTEP-like plots in F
and 6c.
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accurate matching of the RF field strength to the spin
speed according to one of the conditions in Eq. [4]. Co
quently, the method is sensitive toward minor mismatch
tween these two frequencies and toward RF inhomogen
Both effects may lead to a reduction in the width of
v1/2p-dimension powder pattern, which at first sight erro-
ously may be interpreted in terms of reduced values for thbIS

and/orvCS
aniso unless taken explicitly into account in the num-

ical analysis of the experimental data. Fortunately, these e
are easily identified, as mismatch betweenvRF andvr causes
longitudinal contribution to theI -spin Hamiltonian in the tilte
frame which does not affect the initial operator. Thus,
mismatch will be reflected in a signal atv1/2p 5 0. In case o
severe mismatch or large RF inhomogeneities, this reson
and its accompanying sinc wiggles (upon zero-filling) m
severely hamper extraction of structural data from thev1/2p-
dimension of the 2D rotary resonance spectra. As a co
quence, it is important to calibrate the RF field stren
carefully to obtain the best possible match and ensure th
RF inhomogeneity effects are less than about 5–10%, e.
restriction of the sample volume (as in this study) (42) or using
coils associated with low RF inhomogeneity (43). Under thes
ircumstances remaining effects from RF inhomogeneity
ismatch may readily be taken into account in the itera

tting of the experimental spectra. In the present setup th
omogeneity was sufficiently high that only the rotary re
ance match needed to be considered. Through iterative

t was established that the spectra in Figs. 3 and 6 (vr/2p 5
6000 Hz) correspond to RF field strengths of 6123 and
Hz, respectively, being required to match all features in
experimental spectra. We note that these values agree ver
with the values determined independently from thev1/2p
splittings observed for the carbonyl carbons in the same r
resonance spectra for the two compounds under conside
of the actual off-resonance effects. In practice, larger RF
homogeneities may be handled by measuring the weighte
field distribution for the carbonyl resonances in the ac
spectra (or using an independent nutation experiment (42) for
a powder of isolated spin-1/2 nuclei) and including this di
bution function in the simulation of the rotary resonance
periment by weighted coaddition of a representative numb
spectra calculated using the relevant RF field strengths.

b. Effects from Remote14N Spins: The14N–13C–14N Spin
System

The absolute orientation of chemical shift tensors relativ
the molecular frame may be determined from powder sam
provided that it can be measured in combination with
noncoaxial dipole–dipole coupling tensors. For example,
has been demonstrated recently for13C–13C–14N (25),
(31P)2

113Cd (44), four-13C (45), and (31P)2
1H (46) spin system

sing MAS NMR with appropriate combination of various
nd decoupling methods. Here we address, as an examp
g
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backbone carbons in unlabeled peptides, where absolute
ment of the13C chemical shift tensor to the molecular fra
requires resolvable coupling to at least two different14N nuclei
being the only possibility among abundant spin species w
disregarding protons. Already at this stage it is emphasize
this “peptide system” only serves as an example of a he
nuclear14N–13C–14N spin system and that potential difficult
resolving this spin system obviously have to be solved pri
potential practical applications (vide infra).

Considering typical internuclear distances, it appears
tively possible to observe effects from the long-range13Ci–

14N i11 dipolar coupling in peptide14N i–
13Ci–

14N i11 three-spin
systems withCi beingCi

a or C9i . It is of interest to investiga
this aspect in more detail for two reasons. First, if the effe
the long-range coupling is not resolved, the spin-pair appr
demonstrated above for unlabeled amino acids in prin
applies equally well for unlabeled peptides (provided tha
13C resonances can be resolved and assigned), althoug
limiting the molecular reference frame for the shift tenso
one axis. Information about the magnitude of the13Ca (or 13C9)
chemical shift tensor and its orientation relative to the
bond 13C–14N axis for peptides may be itself potentially p-
vide important information about the structure of the pep
bond (4, 9–13). Second, if this coupling is manifested su
ciently clearly in the spectra, it should be taken into accou
the numerical evaluation and may, as an additional be
allow determination of the absolute orientation of the13C
chemical shift tensor.

SinceCi
a shares corners of two adjacent peptide plane

chemical shift tensor may in a sensitive manner reflect thf i

andc i dihedral angles characterizing the mutual orientatio
these peptide planes. Indeed, based on ab initio calcula
and experimental data from several tripeptides, Helleret al. (9)
recently demonstrated that the magnitude of the13Ca chemica
shift tensor is closely related tof andc. Further constraints o
these angles may very likely be derived from additional in
mation about the absolute or relative orientation of the13Ca

chemical shift tensor (10). To investigate a potential applic
ion of the 2D rotary resonance experiment to determine
rientation of13Ca chemical shift tensors in unlabeled or13C-

labeled peptides, we consider a typical pair of peptide pla
as illustrated in Fig. 7. The distance between Ci

a and the
directly attached nitrogen Ni in a specific peptide plane (i th
amino acid) is 1.53 Å, while the distance to the closest nitro
N i11 in the adjacent peptide plane (i 1 1’th amino acid) is 2.4
Å. The latter distance corresponds to a dipolar coupling
stant of2157 Hz, being about one quarter of the value for

irectly bonded spins but considerably larger than any res
uadrupolar–dipolar coupling cross-term (vide supra). Within

the 14N i–
13Ci

a–14N i11 three-spin system the mutual orientat
of the Ni–Ci

a and Ci
a–Ni11 internuclear axes (and the cor-

sponding dipolar coupling tensors) depends on the dih
anglec i , while the orientation of the13Ci

a chemical shift tenso
depends on both dihedral anglesf andc . We note that eve
i i
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for c i 5 08 the homonuclear14N i–
14N i11 dipolar coupling is

too small to influence the spectra.
Lacking specific knowledge about the relation between

dihedral angles and the absolute orientation of the13Ci
a chem-

ical shift tensor, Fig. 8 shows a series ofv1/2p sections from
5 1 13C 2D rotary resonance spectra calculated u

different orientations of the13Ci
a chemical shift tensor and t

Ci
a–Ni11 bonding axis relative to the peptide plane contain

Ci
a and Ni . These orientations are specified by the Euler an

aPC
CS, bPC

CS, bPC
I i Si11, and gPC

I i Si11 relative to a crystal-fixed fram
ith zC parallel to the Ni–Ci

a bonding axis andyC axis perpen-
icular to the peptide plane (the principal axis frame of

14N i–
13Ci

a dipolar coupling tensor). While the two former a-
gles are allowed to vary over the full 180° range, the varia
of the pair of angles {bPC

I i Si11, gPC
I i Si11} has been restricted

{40°, 180°} and {100°, 180°}, corresponding to the extremec i

angles of 180° and 0°, respectively. Using a 75-Hz Loren
line broadening, the spectra display visible dependence onbPC

CS,
aPC

CS, andc i in the given order. We note that the spectra v
moothly withc i between 0° and 180°, justifying that only t

two extremum values are included in the figure. By compar
of the upper and lower rows in Fig. 8 it can be concluded
the spectra display minor effects from the dipolar coup
between13Ci

a and the remote14N i11 spin. These effects a
sufficiently large that they should be considered if the me
is used to establish orientational information about the13Ci

a

chemical shift tensors in peptides, but at the same time
small to render 2D rotary resonance the method of choic
determination of the backbone torsion angles in unlabele
selectively13C-labeled peptides.

The 13C9 chemical shift tensor represents another impo
ource of information about the peptide backbone confo
ions which may be accessed by13C rotary resonance NMR
Thus, based on glycine values for the magnitude of13C9 chem-
ical shift tensor (vCS

aniso/2p 5 27743 Hz, hCS 5 0.88) and
ipolar coupling constants ofbI i Si11/ 2p 5 2927 Hz and
I i Si/ 2p 5 2146 Hz for a peptide backbone14N i–

13C9i–
14N i11

three-spin system (cf. Fig. 7), Fig. 9 shows a series of s

FIG. 7. ORTEP-type representation of two peptide planes defining
dihedral anglesf i and c i , which specify the conformation of the pept
backbone. The plot, usingf i 5 c i 5 1808, illustrates the two releva
14N i–

13Ci
a–14N i11 and 14N i–

13C9i–
14N i11 three-spin systems along with relev

ond angles and the13Ca (arbitrary orientation) and13C9 (typical orientation
hemical shift tensors.
e

g
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nt
a-

u-

lated rotary resonance spectra for13C9 using the same setup
used in Fig. 8. Also in this case the spectra are quite sen
to the orientation of the13C9 chemical shift tensor relative
the C9i–Ni11 internuclear axis. In contrast, with typical li
broadening the spectra appear less sensitive to the rela
weak dipolar coupling to the remote14N i spin, which in turn
implies that the sensitivity toward variations inc i is probably
too low to be of practical use. The sensitivity of the spe
toward variation inaPC

CS, on the other hand, may be of inter
to study relations between the peptide backbone structur
the magnitude and orientation of the13C9 chemical shift tenso
relative to the peptide plane. While the magnitude and o
tation (perpendicular to the sp2 plane) ofd zz appear relativel
independent of the residue type and the secondary stru
differences in earlier reported values for the magnitude od yy

and the orientation of the transverse tensor elements with
peptide plane (7, 8, 47) indicate some structural dependency
he vCS

aniso, hCS, andaPC
CS parameters that may be interesting

explore for powder samples using the proposed 2D ro
resonance method.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have demonstrated that the13C rotary
resonance experiment, which simultaneously recouples a

e

FIG. 8. v1/2p projections from13C n 5 1 2D rotary resonance spec
(vr/2p 5 vRF/2p 5 6000 Hz) calculated for a peptide backbone14N i–

13Ci
a–

14N i11 three-spin system. The calculations assume the same magnitudes
13Ci

a chemical shift and13Ci
a–14N i dipolar coupling tensors as for the13Ca–14N

spin pair of glycine (Table 1) and a13Ci
a–14N i11 dipolar coupling constant

2157 Hz (corresponding tor I i Si11 5 2.4 Å). Relative to a molecule-fixe
oordinate system withzC parallel to the Ci

a–Ni axis andyC perpendicular t
he peptide plane containing Ni (cf. Fig. 7), the anisotropic tensors are orien
asVPC

I i Si 5 {0, 0, 0}, VPC
CS 5 { aPC

CS, bPC
CS, 0}, andVPC

I i Si11 5 {0, bPC
I i Si11, gPC

I i Si11}.
The actual values foraPC

CS, bPC
CS, andc i are written beside each plot. Using

geometry in Fig. 7 the {bPC
I i Si11, gPC

I i Si11} values of {100°, 180°} and {40°
180°} correspond toc i 5 0° and 180°, respectively (f i 5 180°). All spectra
were obtained using a Lorentzian line broadening of 75 Hz.
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30713C–14N ROTARY RESONANCE NMR
tropic effects from 13C chemical shift and13C–14N dipolar
coupling tensors in13C–14N and 14N–13C–14N spin systems
represents a feasible approach to obtain information abo
magnitude and orientation of13C chemical shift tensors f
powder samples. For example, the method may find app
tions for determination of the orientation of the13C chemica
hielding tensor relative to the one-bond13C–14N internuclea

axis in unlabeled or selectively13C-labeled amino acids a
small peptides. The method may also find interesting app
tions for other types of spin-1/2 to spin-1 coupled spin sys
such as13C–2H or 29Si–14N in inorganic systems. As a part-
ularly attractive feature, the method does not rely on irradia
of the quadrupolar nuclei, implying that the triple-resona
effects may be observed on standard double-resonance
state NMR instrumentation.
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